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Bi-Pod Mounts with DP-28 Machine Guns

This photo of the Red Army, Moscow, October 1941, 
shows the popular “T” pintles that accept the bipod 

of the DP (Degtyaryov) machine gun.
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M-72 at the Mayday Parade 1941

The cost and simplicity made the “T” pintles popular .3



Machine Gun Pintles (Silver Goose: The Eastern Block)

Russian bikes used either use the front-mount to hold the 
straight pintle (shown above) or the “T” pintle shown later.
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Russian М-72, with Bipod “T” MG Mount
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M-72 Machine Gun Mount

You may notice some pictures show the “T” pintle,
where the feet of the machine gun’s bipod fit in the “T”.

DP-28 with
Bipod Mount

Bipod “T” 
MG Mount
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M-72s, somewhere in eastern Europe during the Cold War.

Bipod Mount
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Russian DP28 Light Machine Gun
• Degtyaryov Hand-Held Infantry Machine Gun (DP)
• Bi-Pod (Two-Feet) Machine Gun Mount

The DP28 was nicknamed the “record player“ because of
the pan magazine of 47 rounds fed from the top.

Bi-Pod Mount
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M-72 with Bipod Mount
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Column of M-72s, Moscow, November 1941
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Russian Motorcycles On the Move

(sovietsteeds.com)
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Bipod “T” Mount Supporting a DP28 Machine Gun
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Bipod “T” MG Mount for M-72

Item #: 002.382

List Price: 125.00€

(oldtimergarage.eu)
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DP-28 Machine Gun (MG) Mount for a M-72

Replica

List Price: 85.00€

(moto-boxer.com)
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Machine Gun Turret for DP-27 / DT-29 on M-72

Notice that the feet of the bipod mount 
for the DP28 machine gun were clamped into the turret.
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Sidecar Turret (Турель на коляску)

Bipod Pintle

List Price: 5,700 rubles 

(motoreplika.ru)



1957 Dnepr M-72 with Bipod Mount
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M-72 Swivel (turret) DP Model 1927 (www.oppozit.com)

•Military M-72 was originally installed easily removable bags of ammunition and spare parts 
and special brackets with swivel device (Figure 12) to secure the machine gun (swivel)

•DP27 Degtyarev Machine Gun (1927), Primary machine gun of Army in 1930 was attached 
to the bipod swivel plate, making it easier to transport and can fire off and on the move

•Pipe brackets front and rear carriages, which are inserted in swivel, allowed to fire, as the 
course of the motorcycle, and back. 

•Swivels that are now commonly equipped with a reconstituted samples M-72, designed for 
fastening the later models of machine guns

•Detailed Drawings of which we are anxious to share with all lovers of national military 
equipment

•Production Technology:  Swivel plate stamped from sheet metal (1).  Slopes for the entry of 
tips shared with the bipod, apparently by hand.  Both parts of the pivot joint coarsely 
milled.  Val, are inserted into the tubular opening bracket is made of heavy-turning way to 
the tube.  It has a groove under the stopper, which, unfortunately, on rack carriage has not 
been preserved.  Welding work done, most likely with the help of gas welding, not too 
gently.  Latches (6) pressed.  Fasteners: Nuts M6 turn-key 11, a bolt hinge (10) under the 
key 19 and nut 19 are made by turning the key way.  Bolt on the threaded part is drilling for 
shplintovki, although our sample was equipped with a standard, not the castellated nut.  
Lambs steel latches, M 6, solid, completely identical to the ram bracket battery

•Coating: Swivel ground was covered with reddish-brown color, resembling ground GF, 
originally painted, apparently, nitro khaki.  During the operation several times tinted other 
colors, including, possibly PF.  There is no plating on the fasteners are not found, swivel, 
apparently painted in the collection. 

• The principle of fixing a machine gun on the sidecar M-72 has a significant drawback (later 
eliminated on the MB-750) - did not provide brackets for rigid fastening gun in the stowed 
position. 
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Plans for Home-Made Bipod Mount
(www.oppozit.com)
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Replicas of Bipod Machine Gun Mounts

Replicas of DP-27 Mount

List Price: 350 ruples ($44) 

(reibert.info)
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http://reibert.info/forum/attachment.php?attachmentid=417482&d=1268853707
http://reibert.info/forum/attachment.php?attachmentid=417483&d=1268853707
http://reibert.info/forum/attachment.php?attachmentid=417484&d=1268853707


Turret on M-72 for Degtyarev Machine Gun

Replica

List Price: 2700 rubles

(www.avito.ru)
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